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Background: The use of a fully functional electronic health record (EHR) system is linked to improved quality measures. However, almost half of ambulatory providers with an EHR do not use the full functionality. Attempts to encourage optimal use of EHRs must address barriers associated with the need to change medical practice.

Methods: Our primary research question was, what are the fundamental issues associated with the need to change medical practice that created barriers to electronic health record (EHR) implementation and use? In this qualitative study we analyzed the data from 47 interviews with administrative and physician informants and 6 focus groups including 35 practicing physicians across 6 health care organizations that were deemed to be successful with ambulatory EHR implementation.

Results: Comments from informants revealed 6 fundamental issues: (1) need to change practice style; (2) threat to professionalism; (3) shift of expertise; (4) required changes to interactions with patients; (5) concern about the impact on medical education and training; and (6) concern about effects on clinical care.

Conclusion: The physician experience must be at the forefront of efforts to increase the rate of ambulatory physician use of the full functionalities of an EHR. The issues highlighted here illuminate potential points of intervention when engaging physicians to ensure optimal use of EHRs. (J Am Board Fam Med 2015;28:55–64.)
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In 2012, 72% of ambulatory physician offices in the United States reported full or partial electronic health record (EHR) use.1,2 However, only 27% of physicians planning to apply for meaningful use (MU) incentives had EHRs capable of meeting stage 1 core MU objectives.1,2 Functionalties of EHR systems vary,3 as does the use of EHR functionalities by individual physicians within a single practice.4 In 2012 only 40% of US ambulatory care providers used a fully functional system including patient history and demographics, problem lists, physician clinical notes, comprehensive medications and allergies lists, computerized prescription orders, and laboratory and imaging results viewed electronically,1,5 suggesting that reported use of an EHR in an ambulatory setting cannot be equated with meaningful integration of an EHR into practice. EHR implementation studies must consider how changes in practice patterns and professional concerns could hinder full implementation and integration.

Previous research describes individual and organizational barriers to EHR use.2,6–9 Organizational barriers include financial costs, potential loss of productivity and therefore income, and lack of...
standardization across environments. Frequently cited individual barriers focus on financial, technical, time, psychological, social, legal, and organizational concerns. Barriers specific to physicians include participation in EHR selection and planning; physician compensation, that is, effects of EHR use on fee-for-service reimbursement rates; and training time, which may decrease productivity. Designing interventions to ameliorate these barriers requires an in-depth understanding of the physician experience. Our study focuses on how the professional life of physicians changes with EHR implementation and how their clinical practice is affected.

Understanding physicians’ and administrators’ perceptions about the physician experience of EHR implementation is important because of the potential for fully functional EHR systems to reduce costs and improve quality. Cost–benefit analyses have documented long-term savings and a slowing of ambulatory care cost growth. Providers perceive efficiency and quality of care improvements from electronic patient information exchange that is a component of EHRs. Moreover, quantitative, fully functional EHRs in ambulatory care are associated with significant improvement in provider performance and with improved Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set quality measures.

This article describes physician and administrative perspectives about how adoption and implementation of an EHR system affects physicians’ clinical practice. The overall goal of this large research study was to improve the understanding of the facilitators of ambulatory EHR system implementation. This article focuses on the barriers physicians face on both a personal and practice level during the adoption and use of such systems. Our primary research question was, What are the fundamental issues associated with the need to change medical practices and physicians’ behaviors that create barriers to EHR implementation and use?

Methods

Research Design

This was a qualitative study that analyzed data from key informant interviews and focus groups. This study protocol was approved by The Ohio State University Behavioral and Social Sciences Institutional Review Board.

Identification of Best Practice Sites

Six sites were selected for study based on successful implementation of EHR systems in ambulatory care. The criteria used to define success included receipt of the Health care Information Management Systems Society annual Davies Award for ambulatory EHRs within the past 5 years combined with recognition as a “most wired” hospital by the Hospital and Health Network’s annual benchmark survey. Input from a project advisory committee comprising representatives from industry and academia with expertise in health information technology implementation allowed the research team to finalize a list of 10 potential study sites. From this list, 6 health systems across the United States were identified to provide sufficient geographic and organizational variability; all target study sites agreed to participate.

Study Participants

The 6 study sites were large health systems from the eastern, northern, and central regions of the United States, including 3 large metropolitan areas, a suburb of a large metropolitan area, a midsized city of about 100,000 people, and a town of about 30,000. All sites had implemented EHR systems between 1 and 5 years before data collection in 2008. A total of 47 physician and 35 administrative informants participated across the study sites (Table 1). Administrative key informants included organizational leaders and managers, information systems leaders and professionals, and staff members. Physician interviewees and focus group participants included physicians in practice, physicians in training, and physician leaders.

| Table 1. Participants in Interviews and Focus Groups across the 6 Study Sites |
|---------------------------------|-----|
| Administrators                  |     |
| Leaders/Managers                | 18  |
| Information Technology Professionals and Leaders | 13  |
| Staff                           | 4   |
| Total                           | 35  |
| Physicians                      |     |
| Physicians in practice (attendings, private practice physicians) | 26  |
| Physicians in training (interns, residents) | 17  |
| Physician Leaders               | 4   |
| Total                           | 47  |
in training, and physician leaders in the health care organizations we studied.

**Focus Groups and Key Informant Interviews**

Interviews with key informants lasted 30 to 60 minutes and consisted of a series of open-ended questions with follow-up question probes. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for later analysis following rigorous standards for qualitative research. The research team also conducted 6 physician focus groups guided by an in-depth interview guide containing open-ended questions. A trained facilitator who was assisted by a co-moderator led each group. Sessions lasted 60 to 90 minutes and were audio-recorded and transcribed before analysis.

The interview guide was similar for both administrators and physicians and was used for both in-person and telephonic interviews. In the interview guide, the “Implementation: Barriers/Challenges and Facilitators” section included specific questions: “What have been the biggest facilitators and barriers to physicians’ adoption of EHR among your physicians?” and “Please briefly describe your process for implementing your ambulatory EHR. What worked well? What did not? What has changed over time?” Additional questions included queries about physician readiness to change assessments, financial incentives for physicians, and physician champions within the organization. A separate guide that included similar questions was used for focus group sessions. A coding dictionary was developed (described in the next section) to organize data from responses to interview and focus group questions into themes that address the research question.

**Analysis**

Throughout the data collection process, we reviewed interview and focus group transcripts and discussed preliminary findings. In the analysis phase we used a constant comparative analytic approach including both inductive and deductive methods to analyze the transcripts from both the key informant interviews and the focus groups. First, a coding team led by the lead investigator (ASM) identified broad themes and developed a preliminary coding dictionary. This dictionary included a list of code lists and a coding frame that was applied across the interview and focus group data. The broad code “physician perspective” was defined as physicians’ views about how implementing an EHR changes their work and/or relationship to patients from either the physician or administrator perspective. This code was applied across comments in the transcript any time this topic was mentioned. All members of the coding team first coded 3 transcripts and compared their results, clarifying any differences that arose. This step was included to ensure consistency among coders. After coding, the data were classified into categories of findings following the methods described by Constan.

**Results**

Comments from both physician and administrative informants enabled us to characterize 6 fundamental issues that emerged as perceived barriers to physicians’ adoption and use of EHR systems: (1) need to change practice style; (2) threat to professionalism; (3) shift of expertise; (4) required changes to interactions with patients; (5) concern about the impact on medical education and training; and (6) concern about the potential impact on clinical practice itself. Statements from both interviewees and focus group participants illustrated that these barriers were commonly recognized by study participants. Below we describe each of these issues in greater detail; illustrative comments provided in Table 2 present evidence that these issues were mentioned by both physician and administrative informants.

**Need to Change Practice Style**

The first issue that clearly emerged was the need for physicians to explicitly change their behaviors and activities to use an EHR. Even though the need for this change was straightforward, it was not always appreciated. As one administrator summarized, “the sentiment I hear a lot of times from doctors is ‘I did not go to medical school to be a secretary.’” One physician noted, “we have a great deal of difficulty fitting the [EHR] system into the way we have to do business.” An administrator
Table 2. Physician and Administrator Comments from Interviews and Focus Groups Regarding the Need to Change Medical Practice to Accommodate Electronic Health Record Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need to change practice style</th>
<th>Representative Physician Comments</th>
<th>Representative Administrator Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shift of expertise</td>
<td>• “I do almost all of my documentation and things before or after I leave the patient’s room.” • “I would not document the majority of my patients as I saw them. I would leave everything ‘til the end. Once patients are out by 5 or 5:30, then I sit down and do all my paperwork. And I get home by 7:30. I’m dead and hungry and cranky.” • “It’s far faster to dictate than it is to type.”</td>
<td>• “...just the transition of going from a paper record to an electronic medical record-change. Some of our physicians, in that practice, some of them are a little bit older and you know it’s not like they’re 30 or 40 that had computers as part of their schooling and training.” • “And some people are better typists than others—that comes into play.” • “They’ve done it for all these years, it works. They know, practices would know, ‘well if I put the chart on this side of the desk it means blah, and if these were this kind, I would put them over here, and these charts I put over here on the cart,’ And over time the practice knew what all of that meant. Well if you’re in electronic world, you don’t have this side of the desk and the cart.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat to professionalism</td>
<td>• “I’ve really gotten to the point that I don’t do much in the patient room because what you find, you’re sitting there struggling to write a prescription and the patient’s looking at you like, ‘What’s wrong with you?’ You know, I mean, you really, I think, lose a lot of credibility when you’re struggling or getting an order written and most people are pretty understanding yet. At the same time you feel like you’re not competent.” • “You become a data entry person. And I think we haven’t come to terms with the fact that we have to insulate that thought process of the docs better than we are doing it.”</td>
<td>• “We’re trying to standardize the way that they conduct their patient visit because they have to go through it screen by screen in the order that we offer them. That’s not something physicians are used to.” • “They’re a little embarrassed, quite frankly, by some of these documents that look like the computer examines the patient, this is the computer’s opinion of what’s there. Their medical judgment and you know, it’s an ego thing. I mean we all have our style. We all like the way to do certain things. That gets lost in the shuffle.” • “It’s very hard on the physicians, not only because we’re now making them data entry people but the sequence of how they examine people, how they traditionally interviewed you and assessed you, could be disrupted because the EMR goes in one linear step. It’s a linear thing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift of expertise</td>
<td>• “Attendings have absolutely...no idea what they’re doing with [the EHR].” • “Some of it’s being accessible, some of it’s being efficient with your time and not keeping your patients waiting, and you know the whole package is what medical care to me is and I think the EMR can flip it. It flips that relationship.” • “I think we have a unique perspective on [the EHR] as opposed to everyone else in the hospital...I feel that from an [EHR] knowledge standpoint, the interns are the ones in the hospital that are most knowledgeable.” • “I actually showed one of the attendings a shortcut that I, I said, ‘You know, in our EMR stuff we can do this, this.’ He said, ‘Oh my gosh I’ve been using it for 4 years and I never knew that.’”</td>
<td>• “And most of the docs, they coach each other. They’re pretty good at it.” • “They sit there and say, ‘Well how am I supposed to remember everything I’m going to do if I don’t have something to write it on?’ Well if you’re really younger generation, you’re used to working on the computer and you’re used to doing that and then walk and talk to them and then... ‘oh ok,’ and go back and you’re not uncomfortable with that.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift of expertise</td>
<td>• “Even if you can position it so you’re sort of looking at the screen and the patient, I think there’s always the feeling that the patient is going, ‘Are they really thinking about what’s on the computer or...?’ It’s just a different relationship. And so I think that concerns almost every physician I’ve talked to.”</td>
<td>“You usually have a doc with their face buried in the computer because they’re dealing with this new thing that they’re not used to and so the patient’s like, ‘Hey I’m over here’ kind of thing.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
explained how the system required behavior changes: “Behaviors, yeah. I mean they were used to waiting until the nurse dropped all this stuff on the desk and then they went through it. They did not have to worry about the clinic when they were not sitting at the clinic location. Now they have to worry about clinic when they are sitting here in the office. Because we expect them to tend to it and it is a behavior change.”

Informants often noted that this issue was experienced differently by physicians of different ages and types. With respect to age, one established physician summarized, “So, for us older guys, we’re set in our ways, and we’re really very efficient and productive in the old method. We do see down the road why it is going to be helpful. The younger guys pick it up as if it were nothing.” Yet there was also reportedly more change required for certain types of physicians. As another physician explained, “the specialists in particular . . . they see very complex patients with very specific abnormalities or specific findings on tests and documenting all that is going to be difficult.” This issue was also particularly apparent for physicians who rely heavily on dictation. One noted, “And now the hard part is . . . documenting something more cognitive like, you know, your assessment and plan, that can take a lot of typing, whereas it is easier to dictate that.”

**Threat to Professionalism**

The transition to electronic records was also considered a major threat to physicians’ professionalism because of the corresponding requirement for practitioners to adhere to the requirements of the EHR, including electronic documentation and

---

Table 2. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact on medical practice</th>
<th>Representative Physician Comments</th>
<th>Representative Administrative Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We really effectively completely learned 3 systems, outpatient, inpatient [EHR], and then whatever the old one was called within those few months. So in addition to being brand new doctors, it’s a lot.”</td>
<td>“There are probably 1 or 2 having a really hard time where they still can’t find that groove, that ‘sweet spot’ between interacting with the patient and looking on the computer. And I think they are at a disadvantage because having it right there in the room and dynamically looking at it . . . I mean a lot of discussions that go on are ‘well, my patient[s] feel alienated if I’m looking at my computer screen.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Oh, nobody thinks anymore. Everybody stops thinking. I mean, I think you just end up becoming automated. You just sort of go, OK did I go down my list? Did I fill all my little criteria? OK, did I do this? And you’re not independently thinking anymore, you’re sort of just thinking toward the computer.”</td>
<td>“Even though physicians are very busy, they want to give their patients time, they want to connect with them and it’s difficult to do that when you’re typing on a computer.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“These aren’t necessarily items that can be created in smart phrases. You need to understand who’s making decisions . . . who’s able to make decisions for the patient, where is his family, who can I contact, his other providers who are providing psychiatric care. It’s extremely complicated.”</td>
<td>“They’ve got so many issues, and they’re all very complex. . . . They didn’t become a primary care doctor and take this 30-hour-a-week job, so that they could work 50.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“So there are some levels of detail with a family history, with a medical history where maybe the problems aren’t in the available possibilities and so it become[s] a question of you look 3 or 4 times under different things and then you can’t find the phrase anywhere so do you type “other” and then go and do free text over or do you just not document that problem?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EHR, electronic health record; EMR, electronic medical record.
compliance with standard guidelines. As one physician lamented, “it forces you into [a] structured regimen, best practice, best flow, best whatever, but not individualized. What I’ve been doing for 20 years... that goes out the window very quickly.” While physicians and administrators noted that the concern was not that doctors had been doing the wrong things in the past, the new requirement to document, as well as the understanding that others could view what they had documented in the EHR, were acknowledged as potentially threatening to many physicians. One administrator described how this transition “was a little bit of difficulty having them change their mind-set that it is not just your clinic chart now, it is everyone’s chart.” Another administrative informant noted, “And guess what? Now we can check up on what you are documenting... no one wants to be micromanaged, and that is what we’re doing to these docs, basically.” In addition, physicians were concerned about their inability to seem competent using computers and the EHR system. One established physician concerned about this transition complained that, “There is no way I am going to type in front of this patient.” This reflection on the need to maintain integrity exemplified the loss of confidence and perceived competence many physicians expressed with the introduction of the EHR.

**Shift of Expertise**

A third barrier to changing medical practice was the notion that the transition to an EHR involved a shift in expertise and, correspondingly, a shift in the professional hierarchy. This reportedly occurred when junior physicians more comfortable with computers became EHR “experts” compared with their colleagues who had more clinical experience. One senior physician summarized this issue:

“[An] EMR is a funny thing. It can turn the whole relationship we have upside down. The old model was senior physicians have more knowledge, more wisdom, more experience and they taught the younger... And an EMR in my mind flips it on its head because it is no longer simply about experience, right? A lot of it is taking technology and bringing it to the point of care. So if you are somebody [who] can leverage more efficient order entry or more efficient prescription refills and you can leverage, you know, patient portal communication with your patient and you can leverage building evidence-based smart tools into your practice, you have all a sudden kind of flipped things around and said, “I can actually take a leap farther forward and I can do things that you who’s been in practice for 20 years cannot.”

Administrators shared this observation, noting how “Newer, younger physicians [who] have come out of training are really good at it.”

**Changed Interactions With Patients**

The fourth practice change barrier that emerged involved how the introduction of an EHR caused physicians to change the way they interacted with their patients. As one physician explained, this change was profound: “I had to relearn how to look at a person, how to talk to them in the examination room, carrying a laptop, compared with what I used to do.” Another physician considered the patient’s view: “I’ve been polling my patients for a very long time. For 2 years, just randomly, ‘How do you feel about having a computer in the room? How do you feel about me spending half the time looking at the computer screen?’ And, I would say ≥95% have said ‘I have no problem with it.’ I think there are tricks to it.” A physician leader explained how this balance could occur: “So the amount of time you spend eye-to-eye, face-to-face is much less, right, but you are engaging the patient and it reinforces their thought that you are working for me, you are looking at a computer screen, but wow, you really know that? Oh, you read that note that the doc... oh you have that right there? Oh, you already got my mammogram report? I just had that done last night?’ You know, that kind of dynamic.” Yet many physician respondents were still concerned about this and perceived changed interactions as a barrier to EHR use. Further, the extent of this issue for physicians varied based on both patient needs and provider preferences. As a primary care physician commented, “the more complaints a patient has or the more items a patient needs to have addressed... the more challenging it is to document in real time and feel that you are providing compassionate care and listening to the patient.”

**Impact on Medical Education**

The fifth barrier involved concerns the impact of the EHR on medical education. From a logistical
perspective, administrative informants raised the issue that medical schools should be changing their approach so that new trainees would be more comfortable with electronic data. As one interviewee commented, “You need to be pulling all that stuff back into med school. Med school needs to be starting with it back here. They should be using this stuff way back here. So it is a whole mind-set change. They need to go back to med schools now and say, ‘OK, and how do you get data on your medical records? Well you [learn this system]. You do not go to a piece of paper.’” A physician leader, who also was concerned about the changes inherent in EHR introductions, noted that another component of medical education could specifically include how to interact with the computer and patient at the same time. He noted, “One of the things we need to teach people over time is that new bedside manner. Because there is a new bedside manner. And some people had bad bedside before and they have bad bedside [now with an EHR].”

While much of the issue related to changes in medical education would likely resolve over time as newly trained physicians (and other clinicians) finish their education being trained entirely using EHRs, interviewees also expressed concern that the integration of EHRs and computer-based guidance into medicine might have a negative effect. One physician reflected that “...I kind of fear sometimes that the medical students and the younger people coming up will stop... will lose their ability to think because the computer prompts you to do everything. You know, you go to put the medicine in, the allergies are here, benefits versus risk, it prompts you to do everything such that your brain quits working.” This concern was echoed by physicians of different ages and experience levels, thus indicating the need to consider its impact as EHRs become more embedded in medical practice.

Discussion
Frequently identified physician barriers to EHR implementation include a lack of participation in EHR selection and planning, a lack of consideration of the effect on physician compensation, a decrease in productivity during training time, the lack of a champion for the innovation, and the lack of supportive leadership.9,12–15 Another element critical to the success of health information technology implementations but not commonly considered in physician EHR barrier studies is consideration of the culture of the workplace.28,29 The findings of this study expand what is known about physician barriers to EHR implementation by highlighting the cultural shift required by physicians. We specifically highlight 6 elements of this cultural shift related to physicians' professional hierarchy, clinical workflow, and medical training. In Roger’s30 Diffusion of Innovations Model, previously used to study ambulatory EHR implementation, the themes of compatibility (the degree to which an EHR fits users’ values, needs, and past experiences) and reinvention (the extent to which an EHR can be tailored to fit within the context of current practice) have particular relevance to the
cultural shift identified here. A “threat to professionalism” and “concern about the impact on medical education and training” fit within Roger’s identified theme of compatibility, whereas “the need to change practice style,” “required changes to interactions with patients,” “a shift of expertise,” and “concerns about impacts on clinical care” speak to Roger’s conception of reinvention. Situating these elements within Roger’s model gives our study theoretical support and also operationalizes the consideration of the cultural shift among physicians required during EHR implementation in ways outlined below.

The health information technology regional extension centers (HIT-RECs) funded by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology aim to assist primary care providers with adoption and meaningful use of EHRs. A 2010 outline of the HIT-REC program discusses current implementation challenges and regional extension center solutions, which focus on assistance with technical, financial, reporting, and privacy and security concerns, specifically mentioning culture and workflow. The present study provides crucial information to assist HIT-REC trainers with operationalizing culture and workflow variables. The study findings also have important implications for EHR vendors. Many vendors have an education and implementation mission similar to that of HIT-RECs. In addition, vendors must take user feedback into account during system builds and redesigns. This study can inform future design modifications and vendor support activities.

The impact of EHR implementation on the process of medical education is a finding of particular interest. Administrators and physicians noted that not only do medical schools need to teach students to interact with an EHR, they also need to teach the integration of EHRs into the process of patient care. While the study of EHRs and medical education in its infancy, there is contention regarding whether EHRs help or hinder the educational process. Acknowledging the lack of a standardized process to incorporate EHRs into medical education curriculums, the reporter-interpreter-manager-educator EMR scheme incorporates the use of EMRs into the context of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education core educational competencies. Further, recent research has noted opportunities to improve education around both data collection and retrieval of aggregate data that can allow physicians to learn from data trends. The findings of our study highlight the need for the proliferation of these types of training curricula.

Specific elements of the EHR that have been linked to increased patient quality may be the most difficult for individual physicians to implement, a potential explanation for the gap between EHR implementation and utilization of a fully functional system. Further exploration of the implementation process of specific EHR elements, as opposed to “EHR system implementation” as a single variable, could be conducted in a manner similar to the present study, with the inclusion of questions regarding specific EHR functionalities. Another area for future research is the potential link between individual elements of an EHR (and EHR systems) and the 6 issues identified here. If the goal is to increase the utilization of fully functional EHR systems, understanding how different types of EHR functionalities and systems impact the physician experience is critical.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is the small number of health systems that were contacted. The time and energy requirements associated with qualitative studies create significant barriers to larger-scale studies but allow in-depth investigation that is not possible on a larger scale. Further, this study’s important preliminary findings can guide the development of future survey studies that can clarify themes among larger representative samples. In addition, the generalizability of our study may be limited by variation in the state of EHR development across sites and informants’ familiarity with the EHR. However, recognizing that these variables differed by site and by EHR system, that the 6 main issues were consistently mentioned across informant types and sites gives strength to our claim that we have identified the most salient themes within this topic. An additional limitation is the inability of our study to link EHR implementation strategies to either clinical or financial outcomes.

Conclusions
A systematic qualitative analysis of interviews and focus groups of administrators and physicians at 6 study sites that successfully implemented ambula-
tory EHR systems revealed common themes related to fundamental personal and practice changes for physicians. These changes have implications for clinical practice overall and may hinder successful utilization of full EHR functionality. For example, changes in physician practice patterns require a cultural shift in terms of professional hierarchy, clinical workflow, and medical training. By outlining the elements of this cultural shift, our study provides valuable information to EHR change managers, such as health system administrators and state-level HIT-REC offices.
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